INTEGRITY SCHOOL
for Young Government Officers

Objective: Practicing Integrity for Value-Shifting, Trend-Setting and Promoting Innovation within Public Administration

TIMELINE

Application opens: 18th November, 2021
Application Deadline: 3rd December, 2021
Result announcement: End of December, 2021
Session: Mid January, 2022

To Apply: CLICK HERE

IntegrityIcon.org

Integrity School cohort of 2020
Integrity School

Integrity School is a peer-learning platform that brings together young and passionate government officials and supports them in building integrity and resilience in practicing integrity within the public service. The school builds a network of fun-loving, dynamic, and like-minded young government officials who are striving towards building integrity within the bureaucratic system through creative ideas, innovative tools, and shared real-time experiences of role models.

Eligibility Criteria

Integrity school is for those young government officials who believe in good governance and are passionate to build a system that values integrity, transparency, and accountability. We are looking for youth who not only complain about the irregularities but are willing to be the changemaker in bringing that change. The school aims to build future leaders who will continue the journey in institutionalizing integrity in their workspaces. Young government officials who have five or fewer years of experience in government service regardless of their position/ranks are encouraged to apply for the integrity school. After selection, the participant has to commit to participating in 4 days of schooling program and quarterly discussion (virtual or in-person) throughout a year.

School’s structure and timeline

Integrity School is a year-long program for young government officials. It encompasses four days of residential school, quarterly meetings, a series of webinars, and mentorship from experienced and recognized government officials. The school has a wide network of the Integrity Icons Alumni, experienced civil servants, previous scholars, fellows, youth network, civil society representatives, journalists, etc, all of whom are experienced in building integrity in their own sectors. Thus, this helps the young government officials to expand their personal network, share about the initiative they have started or are willing to start, the challenges they have faced, and discuss creative ways in maintaining good governance, accountability, and integrity.

“Integrity is the moral compass that questions our action, whether or not it is justifiable before we act.”